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Smart phones, social media, satellites. These are just a few examples of how 

recent advances in technology have revolutionized the way we live. Such explosive 

growth in technology is made possible by innovation in engineering and science, 

and their offshoot: robotics. Nearly everything from a mechanical pencil to a race 

car has been engineered by people who are passionate about what they do and 

who wanted to learn more about science and engineering. From a practical 

perspective, areas of engineering and science offer some of the highest paying jobs 

and the fastest growing fields out there today. More importantly, jobs in science 

and engineering are great fun! 

Inspiring students in elementary, middle, and high schools to embrace 

learning science and math will motivate them to pursue the fields of science and 

technology. Young brains are like sponges; the more information they are exposed 

to, the more they soak in. From making a robot with an electronics kit, to trying 

to build a tower of Jell-O, here are some helpful ideas to make learning fun, and to 

allow kids to find their passion in science and engineering. Check out some of 

these cool experiments, learn a little bit about engineering, and most of all, have 

fun!
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Background:
The age and skill level of your child will determine which one of  these 
two different robot building projects you might try. See next page for a 
more advanced robot project.

Build a Robot from Household Items:
Younger kids will enjoy building a robot from everyday household items. 
It's lots of fun and is sure to keep their attention. 

What you'll need:
• Soft drink lids
• Old boxes
• Tin foil
• Ice cream containers
• Old clothing
• Various material
• Straws
• Paper and crayons.

General Instructions:
The number of children that are participating in this activity will 
determine how much material you will need.  A good idea is to start off 
with unused cardboard boxes and go from there. The children can glue 
or tape boxes together to form the general shape of a robot before 
attaching other items to complete the project. There is room for a wide 
variety of ideas on this project so if you have an idea that you think will 
work then give it a go! 
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Background:

Older groups of children might try a robot building project that uses real electronics equipment or a robotics 
kit set.

What you'll need:

• A robotics kit. (There are many good robotics sets available. The LEGO Mindstorms NXT is very dependable. It 
offers plenty of scope for robot building challenges.)

General Instructions:

• Rather than just letting them build any type of robot, give them a fun challenge which can serve as the 
inspiration behind the design of their robot as well as the focus of any program they make using a computer. 
This challenge could involve a race of some type, robots that use sensors to find something, a test of strength 
or building a robot that responds to some form of human input. As well as designing and building their robot, 
students will have to think about how they will program it as well. 

• This project can be further developed into a great science fair project focusing on technology. You could 
research what kind of artificial intelligence your robot is capable of as well as any physical limitations it has 
that stop it from performing required tasks. 

Further Challenges:

• For more challenges, consider joining FIRST LEGO League. For more information go to www.604robotics.com
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Background:
Energy is constantly changing forms and transferring between objects, try seeing for yourself how this works. 
Use two balls to transfer kinetic energy from the big ball to the smaller one and see what happens.

What you'll need:
• A large, heavy ball such as a basketball or soccer ball
• A smaller, light ball such as a tennis ball or inflatable rubber ball 

Instructions:
• Make sure you're outside with plenty of room.
• Carefully put the tennis ball on top of the basketball, holding one hand under the basketball and the other on

top of the tennis ball.
• Let go of both the balls at exactly the same time and observe what happens. 

What's happening?
• If you dropped the balls at the same time, the tennis ball should bounce off the basketball and fly high into 

the air. The two balls hit each other just after they hit the ground, a lot of the kinetic energy in the larger 
basketball is transferred through to the smaller tennis ball, sending it high into the air. 

• While you held the balls in the air before dropping them they had another type of energy called 'potential 
energy', the balls gained this through the effort it took you to lift the balls up, it is interesting to note that 
energy is never lost, only transferred into other kinds of energy. 
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Objective:
Learn about air resistance while making an awesome parachute! Design one that can fall slowly to the ground 
before putting it to the test, making modifications as you go.

What you'll need:
• A plastic bag or other parachute-light material.
• Scissors
• String
• A small object to act as the weight, a little action figure would be perfect 

Instructions:
• Cut out a large square from your plastic bag or material.
• Trim the edges so it looks like an octagon (an eight sided shape).
• Cut a small hole near the edge of each side.
• Attach 8 pieces of string of the same length to each of the holes.
• Tie the pieces of string to the object you are using as a weight.
• Use a chair or find a high spot to drop your parachute and test how well it works. Remember that you want it 

to drop as slow as possible. 

What's happening?
• When you release the parachute the weight pulls down on the strings and opens up a large surface area of 

material that uses air resistance to slow it down. The larger the surface area the more air resistance and the 
slower the parachute will drop.

• Cutting a small hole in the middle of the parachute will allow air to slowly pass through it rather than spilling 
out over one side, this should help the parachute fall straighter. 

• With a bit of luck your parachute will descend slowly to the ground, giving your action figure’s weight a 
comfortable landing. 8



Background:

Opposites attract! But don’t take my word for it, prove it for yourself! Discover the relationship between 
positively and negatively charged particles using a few basic items, can you control if they will be attracted or 
not attracted to each other?

What you'll need:

• 2 inflated balloons with string attached 

• Your hair

• Aluminum can

• Woolen fabric 

Instructions:

• Rub the 2 balloons one by one against the woolen fabric, then try moving the balloons together. Are they 
attracted together?

• Rub 1 of the balloons back and forth on your hair then slowly it pull it away, ask someone nearby what they 
can see or if there's nobody else around try looking in a mirror.

• Put the aluminum can on its side on a table. After rubbing the balloon on your hair, again hold the balloon 
close to the can and watch as it rolls towards it. Slowly move the balloon away from the can and it will follow. 

What's happening?

• When you rub the balloons against the fabric or your hair, negatively charged particles, called electrons, jump to positively
charged objects. Rubbing the balloons against your hair or the fabric cause the balloons to transfer some of the electrons from 
the hair/fabric and left them positively charged, thereby causing static electricity. 

• In these experiments, the saying “opposites attract” is true. Positively charged hair is attracted to the negatively charged balloon 
and rises up to meet it. This is just like the aluminum can which is also drawn to the balloon. 

• In the first experiment both the balloons were negatively charged after rubbing them against the woolen fabric, because of this 
they were not attracted to each other. 
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Objective:

Invent a holder for six cans that’s sturdy, convenient, and easy to carry. 

What you will need (per team):

• 6 empty cans 

• Cardboard (approx. 8.5 x 11 in.)

• Copier paper

• Duct tape

• Wax paper

• String

• 4 paint stirrers

• 6 rubber bands

Instructions:

Brainstorm and Design:

• To help you brainstorm, look at the materials, discuss the questions below, and sketch some design ideas.

• How can you hold six cans together? Should you arrange the cans on end? On their sides? Stack them?  
How will you remove the cans easily? How will you carry the holder?

• You need to be able to carry the cans easily. What are some different kinds of handles used to pick up 
objects?

Build:

• What've you got so far? Think about how you are going to keep the cans from falling off. Any plans for 
using other materials?

• NOTE: If your holder's bending and twisting, that's FORCE at work, pushing and pulling on the parts. You 
need to reinforce things to resist the force.
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Objective:

Using spaghetti and marshmallows with different structures to determine which ones 
are able to handle the greatest amount of load. 

What you’ll need:

• 20 unbroken pieces of uncooked, long pasta, such as spaghetti

• 30 small marshmallows

• Measuring tape or ruler

• Weights or small books

Instructions:

• Use spaghetti and marshmallows to build a tower as high and sturdy as possible.

Constraints:

• Only use 20 pieces of uncooked, long pasta

• Only use 30 small marshmallows

• Do not rip the marshmallows but you may break the pasta
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Objective:

Young students build a car and learn that moving air pushing against an object can make the object move.

What you’ll need:

• 3 unbendable plastic straws

• 4 Lifesavers Candies

• 8 1/2 x 11 ” sheets of paper

• 2 paper clips

• Tape

• Scissors

Instructions:

• Brainstorm: How can students change one sheet of paper to make it move further?

• Set up: Create a test track by inserting a 6 foot strip of masking tape on a smooth and flat surface. Mark a 
line at each 1-foot interval as the start  and finish line.

• Ask when students face challenges on this activities : “Which pieces look like wheels? How could you make a 
sail? What can you use to make a car body?”

• Have the students redesign their cars so it takes the fewest puffs to reach the finish line.
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Objective:

Kids are challenged to build the tallest structure possible by using only two sheets of 
newspaper. It must be able to stand up firmly without using tape, staples, glue, or 
any other materials.

What you’ll need:

• 2 sheets of newspaper

• Ruler

• Hand wipes for cleanup

• Scotch tape (for activity extension)

Instruction:

• Brainstorm all the ways in which you can alter the paper (keep in mind shapes and 
stability).

• Begin the construction of your tower. Keep it stable and firmly planted on the desk or 
table top. Keep redesigning the structure until you achieve the maximum height 
possible
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Instructions:

• Fill the bottom 1/4 of the glass with corn syrup. 

• Mix in a drop of red food coloring.

• Mix 1/8 cup (30ml) of corn syrup with 1/8 cup of cold water. Mix well. 

• Slowly pour this on top of the corn syrup in the glass. 

• Mix a drop of yellow and a drop of red food coloring into 1/4 cup (60 ml) of hot water. 

• Slowly add this to the glass.

• Add a top layer of cooking oil.

Questions:

• Add some food coloring to the cooking oil. Do the two combine? With your spoon, mix up the different liquids 
in the glass to see how they respond.

• You’ve learned how some molecules combine with others. But what happens when they won’t combine? For 
example, when you mix oil and water, the oil forms a separate layer on top of the water. This is because the 
water is heavier than the equal amount of the oil. Now you are an official Kitchen Chemist!

What you’ll need:
• Cooking Oil
• Water
• Corn Syrup

• Clear Drinking Glass
• Red Food Coloring
• Yellow Food Coloring
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What you’ll need:

• A piece of paper                                

• A paper clip

• Thread

• Clear tape                

• Scissors

• A strong magnet

Instructions:
• Cut a paper kite shape about 3 inches long.
• Attach a paper clip to a corner.
• On the opposite corner tape a piece of thread 8 inches long.
• Tape the other end to a flat surface.
• Use the magnet to pick up the paper clip and extend the string to full length.
• Hold the kite between your fingers.
• Now slowly move the magnet away from the paper clip.
• Release the kite and watch it fly!

Why?:
• Magnets create a magnetic field, an invisible force that attracts some kinds of metal. 
• Metal objects within the magnetic field do not have to touch a magnet to be pulled by magnetism.
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What you’ll need:
• Pasta—lasagna, spaghetti, shells, rotini, ziti, or linguine
• Hotwheels car
• Tape or Glue
• Ruler

Instructions:
• Find a group (if you want) for your Noodle Bridge. 
• Get your choice of pasta (no more then 1lb of pasta).
• Get a ruler and plan out a bridge that stretches 12 inches apart.
• Your bridge must be able to support 1lb weight AND allow 1 Hotwheels car to pass over it.
• You may use tape or glue to hold the bridge together.
• To challenge yourself, limit the number of noodles you can use.

Purpose:
• This activity will help the students realize which geometric shapes are the strongest.
• They will also practice some of the same strategies engineers use to design bridges and other structures.
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What you’ll need:

• Several boxes of gelatin

• A paper towel

• Plastic straws

Instructions:

• Make a gelatin tower (similar to picture) and place it on a paper towel.

• Shake the paper tower (to simulate an earthquake) and watch the tower fall apart.

• Rebuild the tower and then use plastic straws to give your tower some support.

• Try different designs and see which works best.

Observations: 

• Watch how the gelatin tower falls apart. How did you make your structure stronger?

• Where do you think scientists use this in real life?

• How is the gelatin tower like a building in an earthquake?
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What you’ll need:
• Large pegboard  
• Various recycled or craft materials
• A funnel
• Several flat and narrow platforms like rulers
• A basket or cup 
• Find a group to work with.

Instructions:
• Fix a basket at the bottom of your pegboard.
• Secure some miscellaneous objects to your pegboard so 

the path leads to the basket.
• Tilt your pegboard up. Make sure your objects are secure!
• Release a marble at the top of the pegboard.

Observations
• Create different pathways to the basket.
• Set challenges for yourself such as attempting to get a 

marble to the basket in a fixed amount of time.
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What you’ll  need:

• 2 sheets of notebook paper

Instructions:

• Hold two sheets of notebook paper 4 inches apart.

• Blow between them.

Observation:

• See what happens?

• Do the papers fly apart or together?

• Why do you think the papers fly together?

• The air moving between the two pieces of paper has less pressure then the air on the other side of the paper. 
Because of this, the air on the outside presses the papers closer together.
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What you’ll need:

• A Bowl

• Water

• An Orange

• A Friend

Instructions:

• Fill the bowl with water.

• See if you or your friend can get the orange to sink.

• Take the orange and peel it.

• Place the peeled orange back in the bowl of water.

Observations:

• What happened to the orange when you first put it in?

• Why do you think it didn’t sink?

• What happened to the orange after you peeled it?

• Why do you think it sunk?

• The orange peel is full of air pockets, so when you put the unpeeled orange in the water the orange peel acts

like a life vest making it float. After you remove the peel the orange loses its “life vest” and then sinks. 
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LEGO Mindstorm NXT project with instructions:

•http://www.nxtprograms.com/index1.html

•http://www.nxtprograms.com/index2.html

LEGO NXT Segway:

•http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q9ZONn3p1LI

LEGO Digital Clock:

•http://tiltedtwister.com/timetwister.html

LEGO Rubik's Cube Solver:

•http://tiltedtwister.com/tiltedtwister2.html

LEGO Sudoku Solver:

•http://tiltedtwister.com/sudokusolver.html

LEGO Plotter:

•http://www.norgesgade14.dk/plotter.php
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LEGO Great Ball Contraption:

•http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N9VBQ3hW6t8

LEGO Pop-up Golden Temple:

•http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uYlA3NV0rFA

100 Awesome Engineering Projects For Kids:

•http://constructionmanagementdegree.org/blog/2010/100-awesome-engineering-
projects-for-kids/

Educational, Videos, Lessons and Games for K-12 School Kids:

•http://www.neok12.com

Yahoo! Kids:

•http://kids.yahoo.com/science
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PBS Lab Investigations:

•www.pbs.org/parents/sid/activities.html

eHow Science Experiments & Activities:

•http://www.ehow.com/science-activities-and-games/

General Science Projects:

•http://www.sciencekids.co.nz/

•http://www.kids-science-experiments.com

•http://www.theteachersguide.com

•http://www.sciencebob.com/experiments/index.php

•http://www.stevespanglerscience.com
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General Engineering and Technology Projects:

•http://www.teachengineering.org

•http://www.childrensengineering.com

•http://www.knowledgehound.com/topics/technolo.htm

•http://www.goodsitesforkids.org/Technology.htm

•http://604robotics.com
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For Inspiration and Recognition of Science and Technology

Goal:

“Our mission is to inspire young people to be science and technology leaders, by engaging them in exciting 
mentor-based programs that build science, engineering and technology skills, that inspire innovation, and that 
foster well-rounded life capabilities including self-confidence, communication, and leadership.” – US FIRST

Programs: 

Jr. FLL
• Ages 6-9
• Use LEGO brick to compete and challenge that 

feature real world scientific concepts
• http://www.usfirst.org/roboticsprograms/jr.fll

FLL
• Ages 9-14
• Use autonomous LEGO robots to perform a series of 

missions in order to develop valuable life skills
• http://www.usfirst.org/roboticsprograms/fll

FTC
• High School Students
• Groups of 10 high school students design and 

build their robots base on engineering  principles
• http://www.usfirst.org/roboticsprograms/ftc

FRC
• High School Students
• Groups of 25 or more high school students are 

challenged to build and program a robot which 
models real world engineering

• http://www.usfirst.org/roboticsprograms/frc

For more information about these programs, go to 
http://604robotics.com/FIRST/About/

www.usfirst.org
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